ABSTRACT
We address the problem of developing a flexible framework for information retrieval (IR) in structured documents, such as XML. The framework is able to support a wide range of structured IR queries, transparent instantiations of different retrieval models, and different physical implementations. It is based on so-called score region algebra (SRA) that can express the following four essential ranked retrieval aspects for structured IR: term and element selection, element relevance score computation, element score propagation, and element score combination. Our preliminary research shows that different instantiations of each aspect, as well as different combinations of these instantiations, yield significantly different results. Our goal is to better understand structured IR by studying these aspects alone and their combination in the framework of SRA, and to use this knowledge to improve our structured IR system.
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1. MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH
Structured documents are gaining popularity through standards for storing, carrying, exchanging, and presentation of data, such as SGML, XML, and HTML. With the rapid growth of data stored in structured format, especially XML, information retrieval (IR) on structured collections, becomes an important issue [1, 9, 10, 12, 20, 21]. The main goal of our research is the development of a framework for structured IR that can support different IR query languages for structured documents, transparent specification of different retrieval models, and different physical implementations. The framework should be flexible to enable rich query specification, ranging from a set of terms to a combination of searches performed in different parts of a structured collection, specified using search terms and (context) search elements. Its transparency should be reflected in its ability to keep the same framework while supporting different retrieval models. Finally, it should support distinct physical storage structures and access algorithms.

1.1 Traditional vs. structured IR systems
The basic task of traditional information retrieval systems is to perform search based on a user query, consisting in most cases of a set of query terms. Using a search method (model or approach), it should provide the user with a (ranked) list of answers satisfying his information need. Traditional IR systems represent a document as a “bag of words”, where inverted file structures provide the basis for implementing a retrieval system. Although this leads to a simple and efficient implementation, these systems lack the notion of data independence [8]: any change in what constitutes a document, or any change in document structure, will lead to system developers changing major parts of the system.

In structured IR, the user has the opportunity to specify where in the document he would like to search for information or which part of the document he would like to see as an answer. This leads to a set of complex IR aspects that are not addressed in traditional IR systems. We argue that, to develop a flexible and transparent structured IR system, we need to support four basic structured IR aspects: element and term selection, element relevance score computation, element score combination, and element score propagation.

In our work we focus on XML as it is most frequently used structural format nowadays. We illustrate these three aspects on a query example expressed in NEXI query language [25], where the user searches XML collection for section elements (‘sec’) that contain paragraphs (‘p’) describing a perfect bouquet:

```xml
//sec[about(/p, perfect bouquet)]
```

Even though the NEXI query example is relatively simple, it is expressive enough to illustrate the main differences between traditional IR and structured IR. If we analyze the example query we can distinguish between elements where users search for information (‘p’), named search elements, elements which should be presented to the user as an an-
swer to a query (‘sec’), named answer elements, and search terms (‘perfect’ and ‘bouquet’). Therefore, the first task of structured IR is to select the elements and terms based on query specification. The next task would be to determine the relevance score for the element in the about clause (‘p’) with respect to each of query terms (‘perfect’ and ‘bouquet’). Then the relevance scores for a ‘p’ element with respect to both terms should be combined to produce the resulting score. Finally, the scores from the search element ‘p’ should be propagated to the answer element ‘sec’. In Section 4 we elaborate more on these aspects and below we give arguments why it is more appropriate to use a database approach for information retrieval in structured documents.

1.2 The database approach

The main characteristic of the database approach is a strong separation between conceptual, logical, and physical levels [26]. For structured IR systems, following this separation in levels gives another, additional advantage: by choosing the appropriate level of abstraction for the logical level, the development of scoring techniques handling structural information is simplified, and kept transparent for the rest of the system design. Therefore, having a logical level with the algebra defined in it would provide the right level of abstraction considering different IR query languages (e.g., XQuery with full-text search extensions [4], NEXI [25], XIRQL [9]) formed on the conceptual level, and the storage structure chosen on the physical level (e.g., [15]). In such a way, the needed data independence on logical level is provided.

Also an important reason for defining a logical algebra is to enable expression of structured IR queries, i.e., score computation and ranking of context elements. The algebra should provide a specific level of IR understanding, based on the retrieval model used, instantiated using four basic structured IR aspects in logical algebra. Furthermore, the reasoning that can be done on the logical level can be useful for query rewriting and optimization. Using knowledge about the size of the operands and the cost for the execution of different operators on the physical level, we are able to generate different logical query plans achieving faster execution times and lower memory requirements when executed on physical level.

Concluding, in our research we would like to give an answer to the question on how we can develop a flexible and transparent structured IR system that will support all four structured IR aspects. We argue that the answer is in the algebra on logical level of a database system, that we named Score Region Algebra (SRA). After introducing the related work on region algebras and on IR and databases in the next section, we explain how logical algebra can be used to define scoring operators in Section 3. In Section 4 we elaborate more on four XML IR aspects modeled in SRA and give some issues on SRA operator properties and the evaluation of our approach.

2. RELATED WORK

Related work is divided in two parts: (i) region algebra approaches for search in structured documents that we use as a base for our logical algebra and (ii) the most illustrative database approaches to XML IR with which we compare our approach.

2.1 Structured Documents Search

Region algebras were introduced as an answer to the problem of modeling and searching in (semi-)structured documents. The basic idea behind the region algebra approaches is the representation of text documents as a set of regions, where each region is defined by its start and end positions. The elementary region algebra operators define containment relation among regions and set operations (union, intersection, and difference). The application of the idea of text regions to XML documents is straightforward. Each XML document can be seen as a sequence of tokens, i.e., start tags, end tags, and terms, where tokens can then be grouped if necessary (begin and end tag) and represented as regions (see [17] for more details).

The earliest region algebra approaches used for text search were the PAT system presented in [23], followed by work of Burkowski [3] and Clarke et al. [6] in the area of textual databases. They were later extended to support additional operators, like positional inclusion (containment relation with the specified relative position of a contained region) and direct inclusion (parent-child relationship), by Navarro and Baeza-Yates [2] and Consens and Milo [7]. The usefulness of region algebra for structured document search is proven in the work of Jaakkola and Kilpeläinen [13] and Miller [19]. Recently, Masuda et al. [16] extended the definition of algebra operators to support ranked retrieval. However, their approach can not be considered as fully algebraic since the ranking is not defined in the scope of algebraic operators but rather as a side effect of the application of algebraic operations (similar to the approach presented in [3]).

2.2 XML IR in Database Systems

Amer-Yahia et al. developed a full-text search extension to XQuery [1]. The goal of the extension is to support highly expressive XML full-text query specification [4]. The extension introduces a “full match” model that supports scoring based on full-text predicates. However, as the model does not allow the combination of scores for search in distinct XML elements (since the result of each element search is cast back to the XQuery data model from the full match model), the concepts of element score propagation and combination are not completely supported. Moreover, the authors assume that the model used for ranked retrieval is implementation dependent, abstracting in that way from problems of the XML IR database integration, and score propagation and combination aspects of structured retrieval.

Fuhr et al. [9, 10] developed a path-based XML IR algebra and query language named XIRQL. The algebra integrates concepts from logic-based probabilistic IR models and databases. It supports term weighting and vague predicates (vagueness in the retrieved elements). Following the logic-based model, the algebra does not allow distinct specifications of the score propagation and combination. Another property of the model is that the potential answer elements are predefined in the system and the score can only be computed for these elements.

3. SRA FRAMEWORK

The basic idea behind our logical algebra is to enable transparent specification of retrieval models and to integrate XML database and information retrieval approaches, as discussed in [1, 8]. Unlike many approaches for ranked
retrieval in structured documents, the algebra we define assumes that ranking is a part of the algebra and not a side effect of performing some operations on regions (like in [3, 16]) or a separate IR module (see, e.g., [21]). Therefore, we follow the approach taken by Fuhr et al. [9, 10], although we base our algebra on the containment model rather than path model, and do not make any restrictions on the definition of the retrieval model. By defining the algebra in such a way, we have the opportunity to utilize the optimization methods not just for basic region algebra operators, but for the ranking region algebra operators as well.

Score region algebra (SRA) enables transparent formal specification of the retrieval model and provides an opportunity to use and compare different retrieval models within the same framework without the need to change the SRA model. This is possible because the instantiation of the retrieval model is algebra-independent. The only aspect of the algebra that changes with the introduction of distinct retrieval operator models are property operators. The SRA data model consists of regions \((R)\) identified by five attributes, namely, region start \((s)\), region end \((e)\), region name \((n)\), region type \((t)\), and region score \((f)\). In Table 1 we defined the basic SRA operators used for XML retrieval, where \(r_i < r_j \iff \text{node} \ w_1 \leq \text{node} \ w_2 \leq \text{node} \ w_3 \leq \text{node} \ w_4 \leq \text{node} \ w_5 \leq \text{node} \ w_6\). The first three SRA operators copy the score of regions in the first operand and either select regions based on their name and type attributes \((\sigma)\) or based on their containment relation using operators containing \((\sqsubset)\) and contained by \((\sqsupset)\). The other operators in Table 1 include score manipulation. In SRA, element relevance score computation is done using operators \(\sqsubset\) and \(\sqsupset\). The score propagation to the element that is either contained or contains search elements is defined with operators \(\sqsubset\) and \(\sqsupset\), respectively. The scores can be combined via operators \(\sqsubset\) for "and" and \(\sqsupset\) for "or" logical combination. As can be seen in the operator definition, the instantiation of the retrieval functions \((\sqsubset, \sqsupset, \sqsubset\) and \(\sqsupset\)) and abstract combination operators \((\sqsubset)\text{ and }\sqsupset)\) that defines scoring mechanism is left open, as the framework of SRA enables different instantiation of retrieval models.

We can now express the NEXI example query in SRA, where \(C\) denotes the set of all regions in the collection:

\[\sigma_{\text{term}} \sqsubset \text{n=sec}(C) \sqsupset ((\sigma_{\text{term}} \sqsubset \text{n=perfect}(C)) \sqsubset \text{n=sec}(C)) + \text{p}\]

How we can specify these operators to support transparent instantiation of retrieval models is explained in the following section.

4. Research Questions

In this section we give an overview of the intended studies we would like to perform. They are based on the structured IR aspects identified in Section 1: element and term selection, element score computation, element score propagation, and element score combination, and on SRA operators and operator properties. Our research so far indicates that the effectiveness of the structured IR systems highly depend on the instantiation of these aspects in SRA [15, 17, 18] and demands more elaborate studies. The section is concluded with the specification of the research evaluation framework.

4.1 Element and term selection

As we illustrated in Section 1, in the retrieval process we first have to perform selection on search and answer elements and search terms in the query with all the elements and terms in the collection. In SRA this aspect is modeled with selection operator \((\sigma)\) and containment operators \((\sqsubset \text{ and } \sqsupset)\), where containment operators are used to model successive element selection. For example, \(sec/p\) is modeled as \(\sigma_{\text{term}} \sqsubset \text{n=perfect}(C) \sqsubset \sigma_{\text{term}} \sqsubset \text{n=perfect}(C)\).

Terms

Besides the strict selection of terms as defined in the selection operator \((\sigma_{\text{term}} \sqsubset \text{n=perfect}(C))\) the selection criterion could be more "vague". For example, we could search for elements that have the same root (stem) or similar semantic meaning (synonyms) in query and collection (similar to [1]). Furthermore, the term selection operator can be extended to support "vague selection" that assigns higher scores to terms exactly matching query terms than to terms that are synonyms or have the same stem.

Term modifiers

Some IR systems enable users to say if some of the terms in the search query are more important (denoted with, e.g., '+'.) than the others, or enable the specification of term importance (weight) in the form of a number ranging from 0 to 1 assigned to the query term, whose value depicts the importance of a term to the user. For example, in [18] we used scale operator to increase the score of regions containing '+'. Other solutions are possible.

Search and answer elements

Due to structured document heterogeneity (e.g., different XML Schemas or DTDs) different documents may have different element names for the same concept and single document can have more than one structured description [20]. Furthermore, the user might not be certain where he would like to search for information or might not know the element names in the collection. In both cases, he should be able to give some hints to the system where he would like to perform the search and what he would like to see as an answer. As a consequence, the structured IR system needs something like synonyms for tag names, although the "synonym search" process should recognize the structural elements (i.e., tag names) that denote similar concepts in structured documents instantiated from different structured schemas (e.g., 'section' and 'sec'). In such a way, the user will be able to query heterogeneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Operator definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\pi_{n=\text{name}, t=\text{type}}(R))</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 \sqsubset R_2)</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 \sqsupset R_2)</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 \sqsubset \sqsupset R_2)</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 \sqsupset \sqsupset R_2)</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 \sqsupset \sqsubset R_2)</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 \sqsubset \sqsupset \sqsubset R_2)</td>
<td>({r \in R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Score region algebra operators.
collections with different tag notations by specifying a single query, or query a single collection without knowing its structure. The equivalence tags introduced in INEX [24] and context resemblance measures introduced by Carmel et al. [5] are first steps towards this kind of “structural synonyms”. Thus, the SRA operators for (strict) search and answer elements specification, modeled with \( \sigma_{\text{t=node, } \alpha} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{t=term, } n=\text{perfect}} \) should be extended to support vague matching.

### 4.2 Element relevance score computation

Element relevance score computation is used to define how well a specific element is described by a query term. It can be considered as an adaptation of the document relevance score computation in the flat file retrieval where relevance score is computed for a term in an arbitrary XML element instead of a predefined document. In SRA, element relevance score computation is defined using the \( \sqcup_p \) operator for containment and the \( \sqsubset_p \) operator for non-containment relation (‘\( \sim \)’ in front of a term in the query). Thus, in the example query we specify the relevance score computation for ‘\( p \)’ element and term ‘perfect’ as \( \sigma_{\text{t=element, } n=p} \cdot \sigma_{\text{t=term, } n=\text{perfect}} \).

**Terms** In flat file IR systems, the relevance score of a document is determined by counting the number of occurrences of a term in a document (term frequency), possibly with additional statistical information like collection frequency or inverse document frequency of a term. In [18] a basic statistical language model (LM) is used to implement the relevance score computation for the region (element) \( r_1 \) (with element name \( n_1 \)) with respect to the term regions in \( R_2 \) that consists of regions that all have the same region name attribute \( n_2 \).

\[
 f_{\text{tf.idf}}(r_1, R_2) = p_1 \cdot (\lambda \sum_{r \in R_2} \frac{r_1 \cap r}{\text{size}(r_1)} + (1-\lambda) \frac{|R_2|}{\text{size}(\text{Root})})
\]

Here |\( R \)| is the number of regions in the region set \( R \), size(\( r \)) is the size of the region \( r \) (i.e., number of terms in a region), Root is the XML collection root, and \( \lambda \) is the smoothing parameter \((0 \leq \lambda \leq 1)\).

We can instantiate different retrieval models for element score computation. For example, we give the instantiation of function \( f_{\text{tf.idf}}(r_1, R_2) \) for Okapi model [22],

\[
 f_{\text{Okapi}}(r_1, R_2) = p_1 \cdot (\lambda \frac{\sum_{r \in R_2} \frac{r_1 \cap r}{\text{size}(r_1)}}{|R_2|} + (1-\lambda) \frac{|R_2|}{\text{size}(\text{Root})})
\]

Here \( |\( C \)| is the set of all regions in the collection, \( \text{avg.size}(n) \) is the average size of regions with region attribute name \( n \) in the collection, and \( k_1 \) and \( b \) are parameters in the Okapi model. Similarly, we can instantiate other models, such as tf.idf-based models (see e.g., [5]).

If we assume that \( f_{\text{tf}}(r_1, R_2) = p_1 \cdot g(r_1, R_2) \), and function \( g \) is normalized, we can define score for \( \sqcup_p \) operator as e.g.,

\[
 f_{\text{tf}}(r_1, R_2) = p_1 \cdot (1 - g(r_1, R_2)).
\]

Which element relevance score computation model is the best for XML IR is one of the main questions in our research.

**Phrases** So far most of the extensions of the basic retrieval models with phrase modeling were not so successful in flat file as well as in XML IR systems (see, e.g., [14, 18]). It is an open question if it can be improved.

**4.3 Element score combination**

Similar to flat file retrieval systems, structured retrieval systems may search for different terms in the same element which can be logically combined, using conjunction or disjunction (i.e., “and” and “or”). Moreover, information search in different elements can be also combined via logical expressions (see NEXI query examples in [11]). To model this we identified the element score combination aspect. In score region algebra, score combination is expressed using \( \cap_p \) for “and” (see example SRA expression) and \( \sqcup_p \) for “or” combination. The abstract score combination functions in these operators could be defined as a sum or max (\( \sqcup \)) and product or min (\( \sqcap \)) as in [18]. Other instantiation of abstract operators are also possible, e.g., \( p_1 \sqcup p_2 = 1 \cdot (1 - p_1) \cdot (1 - p_2) \).

**4.4 Element score propagation**

Unlike in flat file IR systems, in structured retrieval systems search elements are not necessarily answer elements at the same time. This can be seen in our example NEXI query, where the search element is ‘\( p \)’ and the answer element is ‘sec’. Consequently, it is important to specify the score propagation aspect, as recognized by Fuhr et al. [9] and Grabs and Shek [12]. In the example SRA expression the upwards score propagation, i.e., score propagation to the containing region, is specified using \( \sqsubseteq \) operator. Furthermore, if the user has more precise knowledge of the collection, he can define more advanced queries which combine multiple search elements and answer element, like:

\[
 \text{//sec about(., flower)}/p/\text{about(., perfect bouquet)}
\]

For such queries we must specify how scores are propagated to the answer elements (‘\( p \)’) from the search element (‘sec’). This downwards propagation, i.e., propagation to the contained region, is specified in SRA using \( \sqsupset \) operator. For example, in [15] for \( \sqsupset \) operator different implementations are used, like min, max, average, weighted sum, and it is shown that it makes a difference in the retrieval results.

**4.5 Operator properties**

By analyzing our NEXI query example, it can easily be deduced that the given SRA expression is not the only expression that can be delivered from the NEXI query. We can express the same information need in SRA as:

\[
 \sigma_{\text{t=node, } n=\text{sec}}(C) \sqsubseteq_p \sigma_{\text{t=node, } n=\text{p}}(C) \sqsupset_p \sigma_{\text{t=term, } n=\text{perfect}}(C)
\]

where “and” combination is replaced with successive element relevance score computation operators. The question is will this SRA expression give the same results as the original one? If we follow the definition of operators in [18], where \( f_2(r_1, R_2) = p_1 \cdot g(s_1, r_1, n_1, t_1, R_2) \) and \( \sqcap \) is modeled as a product, and the score for region \( r_1 \) is 1, this is true. Thus, for the expression \( (R_1 \sqcap_p R_2) \sqcap (R_1 \sqsupset_p R_3) \) and \( (R_1 \sqcup_p R_2) \sqcap R_2 \) region scores will be equal:

\[
 (p_1 \cdot f_2(r_1, R_2)) \cdot (p_1 \cdot f_2(r_1, R_3)) = (p_1 \cdot f_2(r_1, R_2)) \cdot f_2(r_1, R_2)
\]

Similarly, if we define \( \sqcap_p \) and \( \sqcup_p \) as product and sum, the operator \( \sqcap_p \) distributes over the operator \( \sqcup_p \), since \( \sqcap \) distributes over ‘+’. Vice versa is not the case. Additionally,
there are similar conditional properties of score operators which can be of interest for the optimization and which depend on the retrieval model specification (see [17]). The properties of scoring operators in SRA can be studied from two perspectives. One is to test their validity in theory for different implementations of scoring operators (as we partially did in [17]) and the other is to test the consistency of the scoring results with different query plans considering also the issues of numeric stability problems in the implementation. The overall goal of using operator properties is to enable query optimization without the significant effect on system effectiveness.

4.6 Evaluation of the system
Apart from the validity of the SRA operator properties, which can be tested in theory ([17]) and by using arbitrary XML collections, we will use the framework provided by the INIniative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX)\(^1\) to test the effectiveness of our XML IR approach. INEX offers an XML collection of IEEE scientific articles with a size over 500MB, consisting of various research fields from the years 1995 to 2002, and metrics used for the evaluation of results. Each year participants are asked to create topics for the content-only (CO) task, i.e., search without imposing structural constraints, and for the content-and-structure (CAS) task, i.e., search that considers both, structure and content. Additionally participants are asked to perform two dimensional relevance assessments based on element exhaustivity and specificity. Starting from the last year heterogenous collection search is also supported in INEX.

5. CONCLUSION
A modern structured IR system should allow for a wide range of user queries. To satisfy the user information need, the structured IR system must be flexible and provide the best term and element matching, element relevance score computation, element score combination, and element score propagation mechanisms. We argue that the score region algebra is the right framework for developing a transparent structured IR system for testing different instantiations of the structured IR aspects and discovering the strong and weak points of structured retrieval models, as ones developed for XML IR, regardless of the query language used and the physical implementation.
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